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1. INTRODUCTION   

M&S stands for Model and Simulation. Simula-

tion space, time, actors, and events should be de-

fined as the four essential elements of M&S[7].

Therefore, we can reproduce real world objects on-

to computer systems as simulation objects, and we

observe them within their interactions(or events)

on predefined simulation space and time. In defense

domain, engineering, engagement, and mission lev-

el's M&S were classified[9]. Mission Planning

Systems(MPSs) are also a kind of the M&S sys-

tems and of mission level’s M&S system in defense

domain. The MPSs are operated on the ground and

computed in mission level analyses, and the results

from the MPSs are finally uploaded onto target

weapon systems before their actual flight. It is only

way to verify the results of MPSs through M&S,

except for Live Fire Testing(LFT). In this paper,

we present a new MPS for multiple ballistic mis-

siles that is applied with new concept and aims to

obtain the results of planned missions before actual

fires in warfare. In order to prove the practicality

of our MPS, we have conducted a case study. In

the case study, we will presents results of visual

verifications with launch interval analysis and

minimum approach distances of multiple ballistic

missiles.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-

lows: Section 2 provides the research motivation;

In Section 3, we present the design and im-

plementation results of our MPS for ballistic mis-

siles; Section 4 conducts a case study with our

MPS; As the conclusion, Section 5 summarizes the

contributions of this paper and our future works

with the system.

2. RESEARCH MOTIVATION

The MPS is an application system for forecast-

ing military actions; therefore, obtaining military

values in future of information warfare. In other
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words, the MPSs provide optimum or suboptimum

of operational solutions on a certain military sce-

nario. These days, a focal point of MPSs newest

moves from standalone systems to network sys-

tems. Put another way, these became popular to

networked joint operational analysis more than lo-

cal analyses.

According to Tian et al.[15], they had classified

MPSs into five groups and 13 types: the five

groups of MPSs are operation levels, type of mis-

sions, operation applying, disposing method, and

services. 13 types of MPSs are strategy MPS, the-

ater MPS, tactic MPS, combat MPS, support MPS,

command object MPS, combat Object MPS, off-

line MPS, on-line MPS, army MPS, navy MPS, air

forces MPS, and Joint MPS. With the classi-

fications, strategy MPS, theater MPS and tactic

MPS are members of operation levels; combat

MPS and support MPS belong to type of missions;

command object MPS and combat object MPS are

included in operation applying; off-line MPS and

on-line MPS belong to disposing method; army

MPS, navy MPS, air forces MPS, and Joint MPS

are members of services. In this paper, we focused

on the types in tactic level MPS, combat type MPS,

combat object MPS, off-line MPS, and MPS serv-

ices for Army.

In defense domain, there are two weapon sys-

tems closely related to the above MPS types:

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles(UAVs)/Unmanned Su

-rface Vehicles(USVs)[16] and missiles. The Main

goal of UAVs is gathering information on certain

areas or destroying a certain target as military ac-

tions[5]. For the missions on reconnaissance,

UAVs capture still imagery of specific locations or

full motion video within the areas of our interest[8].

Before the flights of UAVs, MPSs should generate

an appropriate path on the ground within the areas

of our interest. This is called the path planning.

The path planning requires a certain algorithm to

make an appropriate path which UAVs/USVs

must follow. The algorithm should consider fuel

consuming, terrain threat, time consuming, and

threat weapons[6]. In the last three decades, the

path planning algorithms have been researched as

the follows: Dijkstra and A*[11,12], Voronoi dia-

gram[2], and concurrent constraint programming-

based method[13]. Nevertheless, the studies are

still going on. For cruise vehicles, MPSs support

and simulate guidance, navigation, and situation

assessment of them[4]. In order to deal with these

functionalities, we should generate an appropriate

path with path planning algorithms and verifying

it with a MPS on the ground like UAVs/USVs. In

other words, the MPS makes waypoints of a course

and proves them with M&S. A set of waypoints

are generated by the MPS to avoid air defense;

therefore, these are optimized in low observables

from threat sensors or being far from coverage of

the defense systems such as keeping high altitude

or exploiting terrain masking[3]. As a small con-

clusion, a lot of MPSs for cruise missiles and

UAVs, subsonic flying objects, had been studied

and developed; however, there is no study on the

MPS related to ballistic missiles, ultra-speed flying

objects. Fig. 1. illustrates our MPS and related

algorithms.

We need three individual systems for mission

analysis of ballistic missiles; the trajectory gen-

eration algorithm, flight schedule generation algo-

rithm, and our MPS. The trajectory generation al-

gorithm computes and records trajectory data such

as longitude, latitude, altitude, yaw, pitch, roll, and

flight time based on mission time. The flight sched-

ule generation algorithm computes fire time of each

Fig. 1. Interfaces with the system.
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ballistic missile in accordance with types of their

missiles and location information of the missiles

and targets. Our MPS generates a M&S scenario

and conducts analyses in mission level on the sce-

nario using these two algorithms. The details of

our MPS will be discussed in the following section.

In this paper, we do not discuss the trajectory gen-

eration algorithm and flight schedule generation

algorithm in detail because of confidentiality reasons.

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MISSION 

PLANNING SYSTEM

In this section, we present the results of the im-

plementation of our MPS. Our MPS consists of two

CSCIs(Computer Software Configuration Items):

Simulation CSCI and Analysis CSCI. Fig. 2 shows

the functional decompositions of the MPS. These

CSCIs are independent of each other; the simu-

lation CSCI is implemented with C# language and

generates log data of simulations. However, the

analysis CSCI is implemented with MATLAB lan-

guage[1,10], and it makes results of the analysis

from the log data.

3.1 Design of Simulation

The simulation CSCI is composed of two CSCs

(Computer Software Components): mission plan

CSC and adaptation CSC. In mission plan CSC,

there are four CSUs(Computer Software Units):

operation, missile model, target model, and map

CSUs. The operation CSU manages status of sim-

ulation objects and simulation time. It additionally

manages numbers of missile and target objects as

simulation objects. The missile model CSU gen-

erates missile objects that contains their Latitude,

Longitude, and Altitude(LLA), launcher informa-

tion, radius of explosion of warheads, and mini-

mum/maximum ranges of the flights as attributes

of the missile. The target model CSU produces tar-

get objects. These objects include their ID, LLA,

size, moving direction, and velocity. The map CSU

defines simulation space with topographic infor-

mation.

In adaptation CSC, there are two CSUs: flight

schedule and trajectory generation CSUs. The

flight schedule CSU computes fire time of each

missile object using an externally flight schedule

algorithm file and assigns the time each object.

The fire time is assigned to each missile object

based on mission time. The trajectory generation

CSU connects missile objects to external trajectory

generation algorithms. In other words, the missile

objects inserts LLA of a missile and a target in-

formation, and fire time into the trajectory gen-

eration algorithm files, and The CSU obtains tra-

jectory data and records them an individual soft-

ware file with a file name which is a missile ob-

ject's ID. These algorithm files are DLL files that

are externally compiled and provided.

3.2 Log Data Analyses

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. The functional decompositions of the MPS. (a)  MPS, (b) Simulation, and (c) Analysis.
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The analysis CSCI consists of two CSCs: analy-

sis CSC and visualization CSC. In analysis CSC,

there are six CSUs; operation, 2D/3D graph,

launch/land, flight interference, attitude, and target

area CSUs. The operation CSU loads the log data

from the simulation CSCI and makes ready other

CSUs in analysis CSC to do their tasks. In other

words, it arranges the data in a formalized matrix

onto memory of the system such as mission time,

velocity, downrange, etc. The 2D/3D graph CSU

extracts certain elements from the formalized ma-

trix and display them 2D or 3D graphs. The certain

elements indicate axes that analyzers freely selects

from the formalized matrix. The launch/land CSU

provides results from timeline analyses of launch-

ing/landing time of missile objects and launch in-

terval analysis of them. The flight interference

CSU computes distances in minimum approaches

of a certain missile object from the other missiles

objects during their flights. It also offers filtering

functions; for example, it collects missile objects

that have minimum approach distances of under 5.0

km from a certain missile object. Therefore, we can

obtain the list of the missile objects and flight peri-

ods of the approaching less than 5.0 km. During

that period, the flight interference CSU displays

and compares distances, height, longitude, and lat-

itude of the two missile objects on 2D graphes. The

attitude CSU provides timeline analysis of yaw,

pitch, and roll data of a certain missile object with

a 3D visualization object. Finally, the target area

CSU analyzes a certain area in perspectives of a

target. In other words, it provides results of a mini-

mum miss distance and Circular Error Probability

(CEP) centered on a certain target. Moreover, it

gives statistics of minimum miss distances and

CEPs of all targets in a certain area.

In visualization CSC, there are three CSUs:

SIMDIS scenario generation, 2D, and Unity adapter

CSUs. The SIMDIS scenario generation CSU

makes an ASCII Scenario Input(ASI) file[14] that

is the native scenario input file format for SIMIDS.

In other words, it generates an ASI file from the

log data from simulation CSCI. The 2D CSU ex-

tracts trajectory data of each missile object from

the ASI file that was generated by the SIMDIS

scenario generation CSU. With the trajectory data,

it visualizes them with missile and target icons on

a map of simulation space for timeline analyses on

top views. The Unity adapter CSU also extracts

trajectory data from the ASI file and map them to

predefined 3D missile and target objects in Unity

game engine. In Unity game engine, the simulation

space should have already made with terrain data

and only flights and explosions of the predefined

3D missile and target objects are visualized in cer-

tain software camera views.

4. A CASE STUDY

In this section, we have conducted a case study.

As the simulation space, we had selected the

Korean Peninsula and spread approximately 300

targets randomly in the middle areas of the Korean

Peninsula. Fig. 3 shows the simulation space.

We have located launchers at three points in

areas of the south areas of the Korean Peninsula.

Using our flight schedule algorithm, we have

matched the missile models to the targets in one-

to-one matching. Before the matches, we should

assign minimum and maximum ranges to each

missile model. Moreover, we can have matched a

missile model and a target model manually.

In this case, the target should be located in the

reachable range of the missile model. Also, we can

Fig. 3. The middle of the Korean Peninsula with targets.
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assign a target to more than two missile model

manually. After that, we have to generate tra-

jectory data for each missile model. Before the

generations of the trajectory data, we should as-

sign the trajectory generation algorithms to in-

dividual missile models. The missile model should

have only one trajectory generation algorithm;

however, each missile model can different algo-

(a) (b) (c)

(d)
(e)

(f)

(g) (h) (i)
Fig. 4. The results of our case study. (a) 2D Graph (b) 3D Graph (c) Launch/Land (d) Flight Inference (e)  Posture 

(f) Target Area (g) SIMDIS (h) 2D and (i) Unity.
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rithms. Using our trajectory generation algorithm,

we have computed trajectory data for each missile

and record them on individual software files. We

have analyzed the individual trajectory data. Fig.

4. presents the results of our case study.

In this case study, we have obtained visualized

results of LLA, velocity, acceleration, flight dis-

tance, and attitude for each ballistic missile on 2D

and 3D graphs. In this case, each X-Y-Z axis for

data can be selected by analyzers, and reference

data of each missile model can be inserted into the

graphs. Moreover, we can obtain analyses of yaw,

pitch, and roll based on timeline and a 3D object

of the ballistic missile. Furthermore, we have visu-

ally confirmed the flights to targets on 2D maps,

and we have conducted visual verifications of 3D

through the interoperability with SIMDIS and

Unity game engines. In this case study, we have

computed launch interval analysis, number of

launching/landing on a certain period, and mini-

mum approach distances between a certain missile

and the other missiles during the flight. In the sce-

nario, missiles are fired in every six second, and

there are the most larger number of launch sched-

ules on 630 seconds in mission time. Approxi

-mately 250 missiles keep distances of more than

5.7 km during their flight. In regard to target area

analysis, we can analyze CEP and minimum miss

distances on certain areas or a certain target. In

the scenario, we have obtained approximately 100

meters of the minimum miss distance; however, we

omit analysis of CEPs since all missiles and targets

have one-to-one relationships. In this case study,

we do not discuss the detailed data because of con-

fidentiality reasons.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have designed and developed

a MPS for multiple ballistic missiles. In previous

works, the MPSs had focused on generating way-

points for subsonic missiles or UAVs, and they at-

tempt to prove the waypoints in M&S. However,

we have found out strong motivations for the needs

of the MPS in considerations of multiple ultra-

speed flying objects; for instance, in order to avoid

interferences during their flights.

In this paper, we have proposed the new concept

of the MPS which is far from generating a set of

waypoints of a flying object and proving them. the

MPS presented in this paper allow that mission-

level analysis, such as mission effectiveness anal-

ysis, can be applied to multiple ballistic missiles.

In our MPS, there are two interfaces to adapt ex-

ternally provided algorithms: the trajectory gen-

eration algorithm and flight schedule generation

algorithm. These interfaces allow us to have mis-

sion level analyses with a variety of weapon place-

ments and types of missile models. In other words,

previously, one weapon system required one MPS.

However, the MPS presented in this paper can be

applied to various weapon systems (trajectory

generation algorithm) and operation methods(flight

schedule generation algorithm). Finally, we have

proved the practicality of our MPS through the

case study.

For the future works, we plan to design and im-

plement our own radar model for M&S in order

to upgrade our MPS in this paper by embedding

the radar model. In the MPS, it is to be feasible

to calculate and analyze intercept probability of in-

dividual ballistic missiles based on RCS exposures

of each missile in a view of the radar model.
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